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Fabrication and characterization of metallic nanowires

C. Untiedt, G. Rubio, S. Vieira, and N. Agraı¨t
Instituto Universitario de Ciencia de Materiales ‘‘Nicola´s Cabrera,’’ Laboratorio de Bajas Temperaturas,

Departamento de Fı´sica de la Materia Condensada, C-III, Universidad Auto´noma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain
~Received 19 December 1996!

The shape of metallic constrictions of nanoscopic dimensions~necks! formed using a scanning tunneling
microscope is shown to depend on the fabrication procedure. Submitting the neck to repeated plastic defor-
mation cycles makes it possible to obtain long necks or nanowires. Point-contact spectroscopy results show
that these long necks are quite crystalline, indicating that the repeated cycles of plastic deformation act as a
‘‘mechanical annealing’’ of the neck.@S0163-1829~97!05227-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of new experimental techniques suc
mechanically controllable break junctions~MCBJ’s! and the
scanning tunneling microscope~STM! has made possible th
formation and study of atomic-size junctions or contacts
tween macroscopic metals. Both techniques allow for a v
precise control of the relative position of two electrod
which is the key to the study of these nanojunctions. Th
related techniques differ in the way the nanojunction
formed: in the case of the STM the tip is driven into t
substrate to form a large contact and then it is pulled ba
while in the MCBJ a fine wire is pulled until it fractures an
the two fragments are brought back into contact.

Superconducting and normal contacts have been ex
sively studied at liquid-helium temperature~4.2 K! ~Ref.
1–5! and normal contacts at room temperature.6,7 More re-
cently the mechanical properties and their correlation w
the conductance have been studied using a combinatio
force and tunneling microscopy techniques.8–10

Theoretically, atomistic mechanisms during plastic def
mation of the contact11–13 and their effect on the
conductance14 have been investigated using molecula
dynamics~MD! simulations and a tight-binding approxima
tion, and different geometries have been considered by c
ductance calculations using a free-electr
approximation.15–18

In spite of all this effort, no direct experimental geomet
cal and structural information of these necks has been
sented. In this paper we present a simple model that mak
possible to obtain an estimate of the shape of the necks
their evolution during plastic deformation. We will als
show that the type of neck produced depends on its de
mation history and that it is possible to fabricatelong necks
or nanowires. These nanowires are quite crystalline,
shown by their electronic transport properties at low te
peratures.

II. DETERMINATION OF THE GEOMETRY OF NECKS

In STM and MCBJ experiments on nanojunctions, t
current that traverses the contact at a small constant
voltage ~several milivolts! is measured as a function of th
relative displacement of the electrodes. Before a meta
560163-1829/97/56~4!/2154~7!/$10.00
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contact is established, the electronic current is due to
tunneling effect and the dependence of the current with
tance is exponential.19,3 Metallic contact is signaled by an
abrupt increase of the current~the conductance for this firs
contact is of the order of 2e2/h, where e is the electron
charge, andh is Planck’s constant!. The variation of the
current with the relative displacement of the electrodes
pends on how the junction deforms plastically, and can
quite diverse, as attested by Fig. 1, where we show f
different sets of STM experimental curves.

In this section we will first discuss the conductance of
ideal metallic constriction and its relation to the minim
cross-sectional area, and then we will present a simple
model for the evolution of the constriction with relative di
placement which makes it possible to obtain an estimate
the shape of the constriction and mechanical properties of
neck.

A. Conductance of a metallic constriction

Electronic transport through a metallic constriction who
dimensions are smaller than the mean free path of

FIG. 1. Four different sets of experimental conductance vs r
tive tip-substrate displacement cycles for Au at 4.2 K. Each
consists of five consecutive elongation-contraction cycles~one of
the cycles is colored black, while the other four are gray for clarit!.
The arrows indicate the direction of motion.
2154 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 2155FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF . . .
electrons20 is ballistic. The conductance of such a constr
tion was first derived semiclassically by Sharvin.21 More re-
cently Torres, Pascual, and Sa´enz,16 using an exact quantum
calculation, derived a corrected version of the Sharvin f
mula,

G`'
2e2

h S p
A

lF
2 2b

P

lF
D , ~1!

wherelF is the Fermi wavelength;A andP are the area and
perimeter of the minimal cross section; andb is a parameter
that depends on the shape of the neck, being1

2 for a cylin-
drical tube (u50) and 1

4 for a circular hole (u5p/2). The
classical Sharvin prediction21,22 corresponds tob50. As the
contact area increases, the correction due to the perim
becomes relatively less important~about 5% for a contac
radius of 2 nm for Au!. A more realistic approximation to a
real constriction that takes into account the work function
the material instead of a hard wall potential23 reduces this
correction even further.

Equation~1! can be used to estimate the minimal cro
section of the constriction. Note that if the neck is ballis
and not too small, the error introduced by not knowing t
aperture angle is negligible. However, the existence of
fects or disorder would have the effect of decreasing
conductance for a given geometry, and using Eq.~1! would
underestimate the neck diameter. These effects were stu
by Todorov and co-workers using a molecular-dynam
simulation to obtain the evolution of the atomic positio
during plastic deformation of the neck, and a tight-bindi
model for the conductance corresponding to a given ato
configuration.14 These authors found a reduction in the co
ductance of up to 20% with respect to the free-electron
sult. Rough boundaries18 also affect the oscillating structur
due to the opening and closing of conductance channels
the smooth part of the conductance is still well described
the modified Sharvin formula. More extended defects wo
cause an even larger reduction.24

Experimental information on the degree of disorder in
constriction can be obtained using point-conta
spectroscopy.22 The derivative of the differential conduc
tance of a point contact~PC! contains information about th
inelastic electron backscattering. For ballistic point conta
the dominant inelastic scattering mechanism is phonon s
tering, and the Eliashberg function for the electron-phon
interaction in the point-contact situation, or point-conta
spectroscopic~PCS! curve, is given by25

a2Fp52
3

32A2
h3/2kF

2

4p2m
R3/2

d2I

dV2 , ~2!

where R5 dV/ dI is the differential resistance,kF is the
Fermi wave number, andm is the electron mass. The ampl
tude of the phonon-induced peaks is reduced if there is e
tic scattering~for example, due to impurities or defects! in
the contact region. Consequently, a large PCS amplitude
dicates that the constriction is indeed ballistic.

B. Slab model

A simple slab model, similar to that used in Ref. 26 c
be used to relate the changes in the minimal cross sectio
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the neck length is varied to the shape of the neck. This mo
is suggested by the results of combined STM-AF
experiments.10 In these experiments, in which the condu
tance and force as a function of relative displacement
measured simultaneously, it is observed~see Fig. 2! that,
when the conductance is rather constant, the force va
linearly, while the abrupt jumps in conductance are cor
lated to abrupt force relaxations. Between the relaxations
formation is elastic~no energy is dissipated!. This correlation
has been clearly demonstrated in nanometer-sized con
~several hundreds of conductance quantum units!,8 and in
atomic-sized contacts~just a few quantum units!.10 Note that
changes in conductance due to effects like conducta
quantization would never show as abrupt jumps, but rathe
smooth structure in the steps.26 This behavior has a clea
interpretation: the neck deforms elastically until the stre
reaches a critical value~about an order of magnitude large
than the bulk value8,10!, and then relaxes abruptly to a ne
configuration.

Let us model the neck as a constriction with cylindric
geometry, consisting of slabs of different radii and thic
nesses, symmetrical with respect to a plane normal to
narrowest section, as depicted in Fig. 3~a!. The elastic prop-
erties of the neck, e.g., the Young’s modulusE and Pois-
son’s ratiom are identical to the bulk values~this is reason-
able from a theoretical viewpoint and has also been sho
experimentally in Refs. 8 and 10!. The basic assumption fo
this model is that only the narrowest part of the neck defor
plastically. This is likely to be the case because the weak
spot will become the narrowest cross section even if this w
not initially the case~due, for example, to the existence of
very defective spot!. This assumption could break down fo
temperatures larger than about 50% of the melting temp
ture, for which diffusion will be important.

When the neck is being pulled the central slab will chan
to a longer~and narrower due to volume conservation! con-

FIG. 2. Simultaneous measurement of conductance and f
during an elongation-contraction cycle, for Au at 300 K. The arro
indicate the direction of motion.
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2156 56C. UNTIEDT, G. RUBIO, S. VIEIRA, AND N. AGRAI¨T
figuration in order to relax the stress. For instance, if
central slab initially has a cross sectionA05pR0

2, and a por-
tion l0 of its length is involved in the change of configur
tion, the new cross section would beA15A0l0 /(l01D l ),
whereD l is the change in length@see Fig. 3~b!#, and the
number of slabs increases by two. After stretchingn inter-
vals ~assuming the changes in length are always equa
D l ), the increase in length would benD l , the minimal cross
section

An5
An21ln21

ln211D l
, ~3!

and the spring constantkn of the whole neck

1

kn
5
1

ES (
i51

n21
l i211D l2l i

Ai
1

ln211D l

An
D 1

1

k0
, ~4!

wherek0 is the spring constant of the neck before starting
elongation. The central portion of the neck, consists of sl
of cross sectionAi5Ai21l i21 /(l i211D l ), and thickness
(l i211D l2l i)/2. Note that we only know the shape of th
pulled portion of the neck but the initial neck is unknow
This parameterl, which we may call theplastic deformation
length, is related to portion of the neck that changes pla
cally, and in general it will depend on the cross secti
length, and history of the neck. In the limitD l→0, the plas-
tic deformation length can be written asl52(dlnA/dl)21.
Note thatl is a phenomenological parameter that will
determine from the experimental data using Eq.~3!. We will
see that the plastic deformation length varies during pla
deformation of a given neck, and also depends on the fa
cation procedure.

As an illustration of how the plastic deformation leng
reflects on the conductance curves, let us consider the
that the plastic deformation length at each step depends
the cross sectionl5a0A

n, the differential equation forA
can be solved analytically. For an initial elongation zero,
have

FIG. 3. Plastic deformation of a neck consisting of cylindric
slabs. From one configuration to the next only the central slab e
gates, while the rest of the neck does not change.
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A5FA0
n2

ln

a0
G1/n for nÞ0, ~5!

A5A0exp~2 l /l0! for n50, ~6!

wherel is the elongation.
The evolution of the minimal cross section, and con

quently of the conductance, with the changes in length
shown in Fig. 4. In Ref. 9, the authors9 considered only the
casen50. Figure 5 shows a simulation of the neck evoluti
including the effect of elastic deformation. The black do
represent the equilibrium~relaxed! configurations, and we
have assumed that the relaxations occur at a fixed valu

l
n-

FIG. 4. Evolution of the conductance for different power la
dependences of the plastic deformation lengthl as given by Eqs.
~5! and ~6!.

FIG. 5. Simulation using the slab model of the conductance
force during an elongation-contraction cycle. The relaxed posit
for each configuration is marked with a black dot. We are depict
a fairly ideal case in which the configurations during elongation
the sameas the configurations during contraction.
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56 2157FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF . . .
the apparent pressure~force divided by minimal cross
section area! as observed experimentally.8,10

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Fabrication of the necks

The necks studied in this paper have been obtained u
an STM and an STM-AFM combination, and the expe
ments were performed in different conditions: low tempe
tures ~4.2 K! in He exchange gas, room temperature in
gas, and room temperature and ambient conditions. The
rication procedure described in this section works with d
tile metals like Pb, Au, Al, and Sn. In this paper we w
present only the results for Au.

The basic procedure consists of crashing a clean met
tip into a clean metallic substrate in a controlled manner. T
STM is convenient because, in addition to the high degre
control on tip-substrate separation~vertical positioning!, it
makes possible the selection of different spots on the s
strate ~horizontal positioning!. We normally use the sam
metal for both tip and sample, because this guarantees
the composition of the neck is homogeneous. As the tip
pressed against the substrate, both electrodes deform p
cally and then bind by cohesive forces, forming a metal c
tact. Retraction of the tip results in the formation of a co
nective neck that elongates plastically and eventually bre
In all the ductile metals studied to date, rupture takes pl
through a gradual decrease of the cross section of the n
Measuring the current through the neck at a fixed bias v
age of 10–100 mV applied between tip and substrate ma
it possible to know the conductance as a function of
displacement of the tip relative to the substrate, and to fol
the evolution of the neck. As will be shown, this evolutio
depends on the history of the contact.

In order to form a metal contact, tip and substrate surf
must be clean. Nevertheless, the preparation procedure i
very critical: it is necessary to get rid of oxides and orga
contaminants. For Au samples, sonication in acetone
cleaning in a 3:1 concentrated H2SO4:30% H2O2 solution
work fine. For Pb or Al, scratching the surfaces with a cle
blade is adequate. Tips are always clipped, and care mu
taken not to produce a very fine tip that could bend ela
cally, since we want all the deformation~both plastic and
elastic! to take place at the contact. It must be emphasi
that the actual cleaning of the contacting surfaces takes p
during the experiment: the tip is crashed forcibly and repe
edly into the substrate, causing extended plastic deforma
until a good metallic contact is obtained. Pressing tip a
substrate hard has the effect not only of displacing ad
bates or oxide on the surface but also of involving lar
amounts of material in the formation process which ma
possible the fabrication of longer necks. This fabrication p
cedure contrasts with thegentlecontact formation by othe
authors both in conductance6,7 and force9 measurements.

In STM experiments, formation of a good metallic conta
is easily recognized because after rupture the apparent
neling barrier attains a high value~3–4 eV!, and separation
of the tip and substrate results in the formation of a prot
sion on the substrate that can be imaged. In this case the
contact has been shown to be of the order of 2e2/h. Forma-
tion of a good metallic contact is even easier to recognize
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the STM-AFM experiments, since contamination produce
repulsive force while in the tunneling regime.

After the initial preparation of the contact describe
above, repeated cycles of elongation and contraction wi
given amplitude typically result in a very similar current~and
force, in the STM-AFM experiments! evolution, that is, a
kind of steady state is reached. We must remark that
system remains in this steady state until the amplitude
offset of the cycles is altered, and in some cases as we
see below subsequent cycles are very repetitive. In a ma
contrast with macroscopic plastic deformation the cont
shows no sign of fatigue. We only present results for th
steady-state cycles. The usual data acquisition parameter
2048 data points per cycle at a rate of 10–100ms, and typi-
cally sets of five cycles are acquired.

It is important to note that the necks~slope and hysteresi
of the cycles! depend strongly on the fabrication procedu
Gentle contact causes necks of typeA ~see Fig. 1! while
repeated cycling produces necks of typeD.

B. Shape of the necks

In order to determine the minimal cross section from t
conductance using the modified Sharvin formula, Eq.~1!, it
is necessary to be certain that the necks are ballistic.
experiments performed at low temperature we have u
PCS. Figure 6 shows the PCS curves corresponding to ne
that is steady-state plastic deformation cycles, similar toD,
C, andB in Fig. 1. For a given neck, the PCS curve does n
change with the conductance@that is, the derivative of the
conductance scales withR3/2 as given by Eq.~2!#, but the
amplitudes of the phonon peaks are different for differe
necks. For a neck such asD, the amplitude of the phonon
peaks is maximum~black curve in Fig. 6! and similar to that
of previously reported spectra27 for ballistic point contacts,
indicating that these necks are quite crystalline.25 In necks
such asB andC the amplitude of the phonon peaks in th

FIG. 6. PCS curves at 4.2 K for Au necks whose behaviors
similar to those in Fig. 1. The black curve corresponds to a cycle
typeD, at a conductance of 83 units; dark gray curve correspo
to type C, at 77, 106, and 130 conductance units; the light g
curve corresponds to typeB at 77, 103, 130 conductance units. A
the curves for a given cycle are included within thickness of
plotted curves.
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PCS curve is reduced~gray curves in Fig. 6! due to elastic
scattering in the neck region, indicating the presence of
fects, but still the necks are far from being disordered. Fr
this evidence we conclude that our experimental meta
necks formed by plastic deformation are quite ballistic, a
are not disordered. This idea is supported by the result
the molecular-dynamics simulations.11,12

In Fig. 1 we show four representative experimental set
data. Each set consists of five elongation-contraction cyc
In order to use the previously defined slab model to ded
the shape of the corresponding necks, we have to find
equilibrium points~zero elastic force points! of each con-
figuration, which is approximately in the middle of the hy
teresis cycle, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Theplastic deformation
lengthl for these necks at the largest radius~approximately
1.9 nm, corresponding to 120 conductance units! is, for
curveA, 0.2 nm; for curveB, 1 nm; for curveC, 2.8 nm;
and, for curveD, about 6 nm. In all cases, except for cur
A, this value decreases monotonically. Taking into acco
the physical meaning ofl, we can see that for neck D th
amount of material involved in the plastic deformation
many times larger than for neck A. In this last case only o
atomic layer is involved, while in the former case many la
ers redistribute in the process of plastic deformation.

In order to summarize all the different observed beh
iors, in Fig. 7 we show a log-log plot ofl vs A at room
temperature and at 4.2 K. The few curves plotted are re
sentative of the observed behavior for hundreds of neck
cycles. All the observed curves are within the same regio
the plot. The dashed line corresponds to al equal to the
diameter of the neck. Note that some curves lie above
line, that is, the longest necks are longer than their diame
Naturally l decreases to a few tenths of a nanometer as
minimal section decreases to one corresponding to a
atoms. On the other hand, the shortest necks show s
variations ofl, typically from 0.5 to 1 nm. Necks formed a
low and room temperature are not very different~at room
temperature, long necks are somewhat easier to form

FIG. 7. Plastic deformation length vs minimal cross section
Au necks fabricated at room temperature and 4.2 K. The das
line representsl52AA/p, i.e., an aspect ratio of one.
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typically about 30% longer!. This is to be expected, sinc
room temperature is still much lower than the melting te
perature for Au.

In Fig. 8 we show the geometry of four necks right befo
breaking. We have chosen the dependence ofl on A to be
similar to that corresponding to the experimental necks
Fig. 1. This figure illustrates the fact that starting from t
same cross-sectional area it is possible to have necks
very different geometries. We must emphasize that ne
labeledA andD are the limiting cases. NeckA (short neck)
has a constantl'0.2–0.3 nm. On the other hand, neckD
(long neck or nanowire)corresponds to the longest observ
necks. Note that according to the model the shape of
neck is only determined byl(A) and not by the initial cross
sectional area of the neck. NeckD not only is longer but
also, as shown by the PCS curve, it has less defects, tha
it is more crystalline. Another interesting feature of the
long necks is that their evolution is typically very repetitiv
Figure 9 shows another long neck. The repetitiveness is
markable, not only the five consecutive cycles superimp
almost perfectly, but the configurations appear to be
same~or very similar! for elongation and contraction. Thes
long necks very often evolve repetitively for an indefini
number of cycles once the steady state is reached. This
petitiveness is not observed in short necks. This behavio
likely to be related to the deformation mechanism duri
plastic deformation. For short necks, relaxation would
volve a structural transformation in which a portion of th
neck of thicknessl, composed of just a few atomic layer
becomes disordered, and then rearranges to form an a
layer,11,26that is, some kind of order-disorder transition. Th
disorder precludes repetitiveness. On the other hand, the
ues ofl for long necks indicate that the structural transfo
mation involves many atomic layers. In this case the def
mation mechanism is likely to involve gliding on~111!
planes~as illustrated by the recent molecular-dynamics sim
lations in Refs. 13 and 28! instead of disorder and

f
ed FIG. 8. Conductance and shapes of the necks in Fig. 1 usin
slab model.
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56 2159FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF . . .
rearrangement,11 making possible a cyclic evolution throug
almost identical configurations.

If the substrate is imaged right after breaking a neck
protrusion is observed on the spot where the neck
formed. Figure 10 shows the profile of such a protrusi
The observed profile must be corrected~dashed line!, taking
into account that a similar protrusion is acting as a scann
tip. These dimensions are consistent with the shapes
mated using the slab model.

The geometries of the necks in Fig. 8 suggest that whe
neck of typeA breaks at low temperatures, when surfa
difussion is negligible, the last few atoms should form
sharp spire. However, this kind of structure is unlikely to
stable due to surface tension. This final sharp structure
tracts several tenths of nanometer, and only a blunt pro
sion is visible.

The different types of necks described above depend
the history of the contact. In the case of Au illustrated he
short necks~type A) are typically obtained for the initia
indentations, while long necks~type D) require a deepe
indentation and repeated elongation and contraction. The
that long necks present a prominent and repetitive step
structure in the conductance~like the neck in Fig. 9!, and a
large amplitude of the phonon peaks in the PCS curve, in

FIG. 9. Striking repetitiveness of the conductance during
cyclical plastic deformation of a long Au neck at 4.2 K. This is a
of five consecutive elongation-contraction cycles. The neck g
through the same~or very similar! configurations during elongation
and contraction in all the cycles.
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cates that the neck is quite crystalline. Possibly this repea
plastic deformation causes a ‘‘mechanical annealing’’ of
defects.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A simple slab model that correlates minimal cros
sectional areas determined from the electrical conducta
during the contraction and elongation process to the rela
tip-substrate displacement can be used to estimate the s
of the metallic neck formed using a STM, and point-conta
spectroscopy can be used to check that the constrictio
indeed ballistic, which is essential for the correct determi
tion of the minimal cross section.

Determination of the shape of experimental Au necks
low ~4.2 K! and room temperatures shows that there is
strong dependence on the fabrication procedure, it being
sible to form long necks~or nanowires! by repeated elonga
tion and contraction, while necks formed at initial shallo
indentations are typically short. The striking repetitiveness
the conductance during elongation-contraction cycles of
long necks, and the fact that electronic transport is ballis
as indicated by PCS measurements, show that long neck
quite crystalline.
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FIG. 10. Profile of a protrusion resulting after breaking a lo
Au neck (T54.2 K!. If we assume that the protrusion on the su
strate is scanned with a similar protrusion acting as the STM tip
actual dimensions of the protrusion would be given approxima
by the dashed line.
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